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Good morning!I am so excited to be here to share our Make It at the Library project with you!I am Erica Compton and I co-developed the project for the Idaho Commission for Libraries.



What’s Your Experience?
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I always like to ask what is your experience with making – are you new to the maker movement? Know a little about it? Are you a maker??I have always been a maker. I just didn’t know it and I think that is true of many other people too.
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So I bet most of you have heard about STEM. It is in the papers almost every day in some fashion. The bottom line is that STEM skills are needed, STEM jobs are going unfilled, and our youth are not engaging in STEM for a variety of reasons.  We need to find a way to address these needs in some way. We need to figure out ways to get our youth more prepared and engaged in the STEM fields.
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So you might be wondering? Why Libraries? Aren’t they the place you go to get books and maybe check out movies?? Yes they are! But they are so much more! They are the hub of many communities. They are the places that many of our youth go during out of school time. And that is why we have a unique opportunity. 



OUT-OF-SCHOOL TIME 
MATTERS!
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Because Out of School Time Matters!!The typical 18 year old has spent only 18.5% of her waking hours in formal educational settings!  And we know that to become proficient in anything we need time to practice! Kids need a place outside of school to extend their learning, practice concepts, explore new ideas. So out-of-school programs can complement and supplement school-day learning and they are well-positioned to engage and motivate participants. By offering innovative hands-on, project-based learning, STEM fields come alive for youth.
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But the reality is that not all children have access to quality out-of-school time learning opportunities.Whether due to the limited availability of programs, or to a families inability to afford quality programming, there are many children who have no access to out-of-school learning opportunities. AND current research has shown that many of these underserved children are the ones that most benefit from innovative and engaging learning experiences!
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T 2013 Cohort    5 libraries

2014 Cohort    6 libraries

2015 Cohort  10 libraries
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And that is where libraries come in.In late 2012 the Commission developed the Make It at the Library project in order to provide rich, innovative, and engaging programming for youth in communities across Idaho.We saw an opportunity to leverage the public library’s history as a trusted, accessible, and FREE resource for the community and to expand their role to meet the growing need for STEM skills for our youth. Libraries have become the kitchen not the grocery store! A place where community can gather, learn, create, make and share!
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So how did we do this?Each year a group of libraries apply to join the year-long project. Those accepted agree to a number of requirements including the commitment of staff, time and resources to the implementation of the project. In turn they receive extensive hands-on training, making materials, tools, kits, and other resources, ongoing support, and the opportunity to participate at a national level in the maker movement!



EXTENSIVE TRAINING
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Perhaps the most unique aspect of our project is the extensive hands-on training we provide through our workshops so I want to talk a bit more about that.Each training focuses on specific tools and skills with the expectation that after each of the trainings they go back and use the materials to implement programming. We have 7 full days of trainings and they are designed to build upon one another – scaffolding the learning and extending the options for programming.Additionally we schedule virtual check-ins in between these workshops to see if they are questions, touch base, offer support and share challenges and successes.This year the first workshop in February had one day devoted to an understanding of the Maker Movement, the importance of Design Thinking and how to best facilitate making and informal learning. Days 2 and 3 included training on Arduino, basic circuitry and an introduction to wearable electronics. In May our second training built upon the first workshops and they built their own Arduino-based robots.  In September we will come together for our final 2 day training and we will focus on learning 3D design and 3D printing. Laying a foundation for them to guide new learners in creating their own designs and printing them.



FLEXIBLE TOOLS
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This year we chose open ended tools to allow as much flexibility in programming as possible. We also focused on ideas for recycling, upcycling and repurposing to help them keep costs down and assist them in sustaining the project.Cardboard and broken electronics are great resources with endless possibilities.
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In addition to the training and materials is the support and network that we have developed.This shows the model for how we have a structured the ongoing support for our libraries.We involve the libraries in new ways each year. In their second year the library chooses a new staff member to join the workshops so that they are expanding their capacity and building their own cadre of makers. This year our original makers – now in year three – are receiving outreach toolkits so that they can reach out into their communities and train staff at a variety of organizations of their choosing. These will include Boys & Girls Clubs, afterschool community centers, schools and more. Then the newly trained staff will take the knowledge gained and the tools provided and go and make with their kids! The idea is to spread their impact by supporting other organizations.



SUCCESS STORIES
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The Meridian District Library took the learning from the first year and created their Make It Take It kits. These kits are designed to circulate for the general public and allow patrons to make at home! Since they were first introduced they have not been on the shelves as there is always a wait list for the kits! The library made all of the information, content lists, and more available so that anyone can replicate them. We now have other libraries in the project creating their very own Make It Take It kits as well. Another great story is about a young lady who used the libraries 3D printer to build a prototype for the Young Entrepreneurs Academy competition. She won first prize for her business idea and is on to the regional competition in Portland. She has already scheduled another visit with library staff to refine her invention and print the next iteration. She shared, “ The prototype of my product that we built using the 3-D printer really helped showcase my product idea and get the attention of the investors. I did tell the investors that I got the prototype done with your help at the Meridian Public Library and they really liked hearing that. I cannot thank you enough for all your help and training with the 3-D printer and the Tinkercad software. ” 



WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED?

Making activities engage all ages

It is easier than many staff thought!

Fosters collaboration among patrons

Helps build new partnerships

Making can happen ANYWHERE!

Can be VERY cost effective!

IT’S FUN!
…(And when kids 

are having fun, 
they are most 

open to learning!)

Evaluating Impact is REALLY hard!
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SO what have we learned over the past 2.5 years? A LOT!We have seen making engage all ages. We have seen it reach new patrons and increase participation in teen programming almost across the board.While there are some still struggling with creating a maker culture throughout their entire library, most have found that staff embrace the changes and see the benefits.And while the first year staff were skeptical one of the most rewarding experiences for me was when at the end of the first training in 2013 one of the staff shouted out – I CAN DO THIS!We have seen libraries forge new partnerships with community organizations and businesses and build stronger relationships with patrons.Since SPACE is such an issue we have discovered that making can happen anywhere. If there is one thing I would share is that you cannot let the lack of space deter you from implementing making!! Our motto became – build Makers – the space will come.Another important lesson is that making does NOT have to be expensive and you do not have to rely on fancy tools. One of the most valuable activities I have seen is people armed with screwdrivers, wrenches, and hammers taking apart broken electronics and small appliances. There is so much to learn from this experience. And Cardboard! You can do amazing things with just recycled cardboard, scissors, tape, glue and markers! Don’t let a small budget get in the way of making either!!The most challenging aspect of the project thus far has been in finding effective ways to evaluate. It is really hard to measure the impact that making is having on makers. Nationally this is a huge discussion and there are several entities looking at ways that we can better assess the impact of what we are doing. Til then we will keep plugging away and relying a lot on anecdotal data.
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I would love to open it up for questions. 
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